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Over the last 20 years, more and more studies have been published reporting population
declines in several insect taxa, such as pollinators, in different countries, particularly from
Europe. But despite mounting evidence for a decline in insects, it received little attention
until Hallmann et al. published their study in 2017 reporting dramatic declines in insect
biomass in protected areas of Northern Germany. Although many authors point to land use
as a major driver of insect decline, multi-site time-series of arthropod occurrences across
land-use intensity gradients are rare which allow to test for causal relationships. Moreover,
we only know little about which land-use types and arthropod groups are affected and
whether the observed declines in biomass and diversity are linked to one another and
continue.
The Biodiversity Exploratories are a multi-disciplinary research platform to study effects of
land use on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. Here, arthropods have been monitored since 2008 at 150
grassland and 140 forest sites in three regions of Germany. We analyzed trends in biomass, abundance and species
richness and found declines in biomass and species richness in both grasslands and forests as well as declines in
abundance in grasslands. The decline was consistent across trophic levels and its magnitude was independent of
local land-use intensity. However, grassland sites embedded in landscapes with higher cover of agricultural land
showed a stronger temporal decline. These results indicate that there are widespread declines in arthropods that
concern biomass, abundance and diversity across trophic levels. Declines in forests demonstrate that arthropod
loss is not restricted to open habitats. Our results suggest that major drivers of arthropod decline act at larger spatial
scales, and are, at least for grasslands, associated with agriculture at the landscape level.
Since 2019, various new local and regional studies were published as well as global metaanalyses which help to further improve our understanding of insect population trends.
Globally, the meta-analysis of VanKlink et al. (2020) confirm an overall decline in insects but
reported trends of single studies vary strongly depending on study region, taxa and
community metrics. While data from many regions of the world are missing, strongest
negative trends were reported from regions with intensive land use, such as Central and
Western Europe and the North American Midwest. Trends in biomass and richness of the
same taxa can differ clearly and even show opposite patterns indicating that one community
metric cannot be used as proxy for others. Overall, this highlights that insects are in a
concerning state globally, but drivers are complex and thus both research and politics should
operate with care.
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